FUEL SYSTEM SERVICE IS CRITICAL WHETHER ADDRESSING DRIVEABILITY CONCERNS OR ENSURING OPTIMAL VEHICLE PERFORMANCE.

7448A Fuel Injection Cleaning Canister
Put your favorite combustible cleaner in this 22-ounce capacity stainless steel canister to directly service fuel rail and injectors. From our precision air regulator to the wide mouth and screw-on cap; to our quick turn ball valve, removable hose and our quick connect fittings – OTC’s features assure the technician can thoroughly clean injectors to restore spray pattern, prevent recurring deposits and reduce intake valve and port deposits for optimum vehicle performance and economy.

7649A Fuel Injection Cleaning Canister kit
Includes all the features of the 7448A with the most common adapters for domestic vehicles.
**PROFESSIONAL FUEL PRESSURE TESTING AND ADAPTER KITS FROM OTC.** Nothing is as certain as mechanically measuring fuel pressure. Fuel additives can not match direct cleaning fuel rail and injection systems. The adapter kits from OTC are the professional technicians choice to test pressures on most (6550) or virtually all (6550PRO) vehicles in use today! Use with 7448A and you have the most complete direct cleaning coverage available in the market.

---

**6550**

**Master Fuel Injection Kit**
Test fuel injection systems on most GMs, including GM TBI, Ford, Chrysler, and Jeep vehicles. Also works on imports, including CIS and CISE fuel systems.
- 0–100 PSI fuel pressure gauge.
- 35 of the popular OTC fuel injection adapters, each equipped with a quick-connect Schrader valve.
- Replacement seal kit also included.

---

**6550PRO**

**Pro Master Fuel Injection Service Kit**
Covers 100% of vehicles sold in North America '97-'13. Perform fuel pressure testing, diagnose weak fuel pumps or restricted filters, test for fuel flow and perform leak-down tests. Use to clean injectors and intake systems.
- 0 – 100 PSI Fuel Pressure Gauge.
- 47 of the popular OTC fuel injection adapters, each equipped with a quick-connect Schrader valve.
- Replacement seal kit also included.

---

**6550MAN-13**

**Fuel Injection Application Manual**
- Safety Precautions.
- Fuel System, adapter & tool Identification.
- General Operation instructions PLUS 1997 to 2013 Make/Model/Year Data points for:
  - Fuel Pressure specifications.
  - Fuel Pump Disabling Location and Procedure.
  - OTC adapter reference.
  - Adapter “break-in” location.
  - English, Spanish and French translations

---

**7000A**

**7000A Pro Inject-R Kleen Fluid**
Clean fuel injectors mean cleaner running, more efficient engines – and lower emissions. This fluid restores injectors' original spray pattern, helps prevent recurring problems, and reduces intake and port deposits.
- No mixing: use right from the can.
- Pro Inject-R Kleen fluid. Case of 12 16-oz. cans.

---

**6508**

**Full-Coverage Disconnect Tool Set**
If you're working on Chrysler, Ford, or General Motors vehicles, this set can make your job easier. The tools are designed for heater hoses, transmission oil coolers, air conditioning and fuel lines. They’re approved by vehicle manufacturers and will not damage the fittings being disconnected.